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A concerto piped in from ceiling speakers and flashes of art and architecture from the 
composition's era would help teach music students, and a display of maps and videos related to a 
news event could be used in a social studies class under a proposal the Center Grove school 
board will consider. 
 
Under the plan, Center Grove would to turn 112 classrooms into multimedia learning 
environments equipped with projectors and speakers installed in the ceiling, a DVD/VCR 
connected to a television and document cameras, basically beefed-up overhead projectors that 
allow three-dimensional images to be shown on screen.  
 
The classrooms would cost a total of $600,000, and the school board could vote on the proposal 
today. Installation could begin as early as September. 
 
Schools across the county are expanding from computer labs and overhead projectors to a new 
style of learning and teaching that can lead to more interactive lessons and hands-on activities, 
district technology directors said. 

 

 
All classrooms in Franklin's new high school have similar technology as what's featured in the 
Center Grove proposal, and Clark-Pleasant schools have projectors and speakers in nearly every 
classroom in the district.  
 
Twenty percent of Center Grove's classrooms would have the new technology, and the district 
wants 80 percent of the classrooms equipped by summer 2009, said Julie Bohnenkamp, Center 
Grove technology director. 
 
Next year, 34 high school rooms, 36 middle school rooms and 42 elementary rooms would get 
the enhancements.  
 
Additional laptop carts also allow teachers to use technology more often in their classrooms. 
 
"(We want) to have technology as more of a seamless tool rather than something where teachers 
have to think, 'I'm using technology today.' It'll just be a part of what they do," Bohnenkamp said.  
 
Some Clark-Pleasant elementary teachers will wear pendant-sized microphones to allow their 
voices to be amplified through speakers. All classrooms at the new Pleasant Crossing 



Elementary School and most classrooms in other Clark-Pleasant elementaries have the 
technology. 
 
"In (younger) ages, hearing is an issue. Teachers get sick, and kids have more ear infections," 
district technology director Jim White said. "Classroom amplification improves student 
performance by just being able to hear the teacher." 
 
At Franklin, larger LCD screens help students follow along more than displaying an image on a 
television or computer screen. 
 
"We want students in the back of the room to read what's on the screen," Franklin technology 
director Ray Jones said. "You can't do that with TV." 
 
While classrooms continue to get new technology, teachers without the updated classrooms must 
either wait their turn, use older technology or trade classrooms. 
 
Teachers at Sawmill Woods have to roll projectors in on carts because the ceilings were not 
compatible with installed screens and projectors, White said.  
 
Until Center Grove installs multimedia equipment in all rooms, teachers can trade classrooms so 
everyone can use the technology, Bohnenkamp said. 
 
Sharing classrooms can help teachers prepare for the new technology and feel comfortable with 
the new gadgets before getting them in their own classrooms, she said. 
 
Slowly releasing technology through a three-year timeline and dispersing technology throughout 
the district at all buildings will help with the success of the multimedia classrooms. 
 
"With the route we are taking, we'll see a better success than if we used a whole building," 
Bohnenkamp said. "There's going to be so much support in the building by the time year three 
rolls around." 


